Rome, 26 October 2020
Our Ref: UN/1149

Dear Secretary General,

As President and Secretary-General of UNIDROIT, we wish to extend our heartfelt congratulations to you and your organization on its 75th anniversary.

It is a time of great challenges and uncertainty, which requires us to reinforce all our efforts to rebuild confidence and to reaffirm our strong belief in multilateralism and the true meaning of what it is to share common goals.

Since its creation, in the aftermath of the Second World War, the United Nations has always embodied such efforts and values.

UNIDROIT feels these commitments as its own, and thus sees this anniversary as a promise for further progress towards joint efforts for global governance and a more sustainable human path.

Yours sincerely,

[Signatures]
Professor Maria Chiara Malaguti
President

Professor Ignacio Tirado
Secretary-General